
THE GREATEST INVESTMENT… 

 

My spirit has been coming back to me again and again on this matter of liquid Love which is the 

love we have for all of creation as opposed to the experience of “falling in love”. I’ll put into my 

own words what I see as being revealed to me in the difference of the two. First of all by our very 

nature as humans go, we tend to become overbalanced in this journey of life. In recent times 

we’ve had some light concerning the roll that ego plays in our journey and somewhere along the 

line we tended to throw away the ego as something that only presented a stumbling block to our 

spirituality. 

 

Many I believe have since seen that a soul is one of the many egos of the Creator. I am one of an 

infinite number of egos that is the result of the Creator’s desire to taste all the ramifications of 

the physical dimension. This creation of the many egos is also the way Source energy expands in 

all ways in Consciousness. What I see here, is that no matter how deep in spirituality I go, I will 

forever eternally be an ego. The only differences between what some refer to as “falling in love” 

and Gods “Liquid Love,” is the ego “falls in love” with another egos. It never “falls in love” 

normally with more the one other ego at any one time. 

 

Ego love in this particular context is good. It is the same love as the love for all creation, 

especially love for the brethren but with a difference. One difference is the special love that two 

souls have for each other in terms of intimacy. Procreation included. The marriage union creates 

a special bond between the man and the woman that is not shared with anyone else. In a 

marriage union where both the man and the woman have died to ego driven traits such as a self 

centered life style and have as a result allowed their inner life to surface, this marriage will only 

grow into a companionship made in heavenly realms. 

 

In my travels I have heard comments on the ego that tell me that those who made them were 

unbalanced in their understanding of what the ego is. The ego, as I understand it has gotten a 

bad rap, especially among some of us that are more spiritually based. All have heard the term 

“inflated ego” and there seems to be some of that just about every where you go today. The 

meaning of an inflated ego is when someone has allowed their ego to run wild and dictate their 

daily lives. This is not a moral judgment against anyone, it’s only an observation but I believe a 

justifiable one. I became an ego at the dawn of my creation. 

 

I am Spirit stepped down in vibrational rate which resulted in becoming one of many souls. As a 

man I am a soul stepped down to a still lower vibrational rate. It was in this last step of 

becoming man that I took on the five senses, tasting, touching, seeing, hearing, and smelling. 

These five senses began to program the physical brain immediately. As the brain took in all this 

data it was all the time forming opinions concerning the data that that the five senses fed into it. 

For probably quite some time under normal conditions I did not become totally disconnected 

from Source energy 

 

As for memory of a prior existence that probably was pretty well gone from a very early age. 

From the very beginning of my physical birth the five senses begin functioning and as a result 

began forming my “ego”/personality. The five senses are the sole creator of my personality 

{Ego} for as long as there is no real hunger or desire for truth. All men will at some time or 



another be drawn to seek out the meaning of life. This is usually the result of the dissatisfaction 

that the ego has created from the hell of its forgetting. At some point the light begins to penetrate 

the darkened human consciousness. 

 

To the degree the light penetrates my darkened mind; the ego loses some of its control. As more 

and greater light flashes through the mind its result is little by little the higher ego the spirit/soul 

of the man surfaces. The major reason why the marriage union fails so often is that the little ego 

still has far too much control of the couple and the result is always a battle for control. The ego 

that has not been subdued by the hell it has created will always insist on controlling others 

around him, especially the marriage partner. The raw little ego is usually very jealous and 

manipulative. 

 

We could not function in this physical existence without an ego. As soon as the ego begins to 

create the personality at birth the memory of the higher ego/soul begins to suffer from what you 

might call Spiritual Alzheimer’s disease. It soon forgets who it is and where it came from and 

remembers no prior existence whatever. This is by a higher design. The one that loses its 

memory will experience expansion in wisdom and knowledge as the result of its temporary 

memory loss and the creation of the little ego. This loss will create the contrast the dual 

mind/little ego creates through the memory lost. 

 

So the investment that the Creator has made in falling to earth is well worth the investment. 

Every ego that is created is one more means for its expansion as well as all that exists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


